








The School of architecture, Engineering AND Applied Science
General Information
Architecture is the design of modern buildings and other structures as well as preservation of historically significant cultural monuments. Engineering is the application of science and mathematics to the solution of relevant problems in our society. To a great extent, our current standard of living and high level of technology are due to the diligent and innovative efforts of architects and engineers.
The accelerating pace of industrial, environmental and technological developments has created an ever-increasing demand for highly qualified, professional architects and engineers to maintain the momentum already achieved, and to extend and direct its course.
The complexities of today's environment are such that all resources must be used in the best possible manner. The School of Architecture, Engineering and Applied Science, through its curricula, strives to educate and train architects, engineers and experts in applied science who have the breadth of vision to formulate and solve the problems of today and the future. It is expected that a student who conscientiously applies himself or herself and successfully completes one of these broad architecture, engineering and applied science programs will be not only technically trained but also humanly and socially educated with management skills, and thus well prepared to make a significant contribution to the world in which he or she works.
The architect’s, engineer's and related applied science specialist's responsibility can include many of the following:
	the conception of the idea including a careful definition of the problem
	the design of the item or process, including operational and production requirements
	the selection of materials
	the determination of markets
	the assessment of social effects and determination of methods for controlling these effects
	the research in applied science
	the control of costs
The School was founded in 1993 as the School of Engineering and Science. Initially it offered undergraduate courses in such majors as Computer Engineering, Petroleum Engineering and Environmental Engineering as well as Mathematics. However, due to extending the existing and opening new undergraduate and graduate programs of study (Computer Science, Civil Engineering and Architecture), the School was renamed to School of Architecture, Engineering and Applied Science.








The School of Architecture, Engineering and Applied Science cooperates with main research and higher learning institutions in Azerbaijan and abroad. It also has close relationship with industry.
Rationale and Objectives
The transition in Azerbaijan is characterized by the active reconstruction in the economy and the new market-oriented control methods. New reforms demand different changes, which cause a necessity of mastering new skills. It requires providing of a high-quality professional training.
The School of Architecture, Engineering and Applied Science recognizes that skills must be continually upgraded to meet the modern challenges.
The main objectives of the School are to:
	achieve the combination of the science, technology and management skills
	meet the interests and needs of students and new market economy requirements
The School provides flexible methods of training in terms of their format, time and location.
Advisory Board
In May 2005 Advisory Board of the School of Architecture, Engineering and Applied Science was established. The Board acts to improve quality of education and strengthen relations with industry, other education and research institutions and the business world. It oversees introduction of new education, scientific and technical achievements to the activity of the School.
The Board discusses problems concerning functioning of the School and supervises realization of made decisions. It arranges scholarships and training for the best students.

The Board helps with policies and programs related with corporate and community relations, alumni affairs and foundations, fund raising and other activities.

Members of the Board are representatives of transnational and local companies operating in Baku, such as BP, StatoilHydro, Halliburton, Schlumberger, SOCAR (State Oil Company of Azerbaijan Republic), AzEuroTel, Center for Economic and Political Research, etc.

Establishment of the Board is a significant event not only in the activity of the School, but it is also a big step in the development of Khazar University as well as the whole education system in Azerbaijan. 
Programs and Degrees
The School of Architecture, Engineering and Applied Science offers various academic and professional degree programs in:
	Computer Science (BS)
	Computer Engineering and Management (BS)
	Computer Science and Management (MS, Ph.D.)
	Petroleum Engineering and Management (BS, MS, Ph.D.)
	Environmental Engineering and Management (BS, MS)
	Civil Engineering and Management (BS, MS, Ph.D.) 
	Architectural Engineering and Management (BS)
	Architecture (BS, MS, Ph.D.)
	Mathematics (MS, Ph.D.)
The Bachelor of Science (BS) Degree Programs are designed for individuals who are at least high school graduates and provide students with a firm foundation in architecture, engineering and applied science and prepare graduates for immediate practice of the profession as well as advanced studies.
The Master of Science (MS) Degree Programs are for specialists, technical and commercial staff, managers, external industry advisers and government officials, who wish to obtain modern understanding of different research, technical, economic or market aspects of particular areas of architecture, engineering and applied science.
The Philosophy Doctor (Ph.D.) Degree Program is for specialists with deep research interests who wish to enhance their future career in different areas of architecture, engineering, petroleum management, environmental management, mathematics, applied economics, and computer science.
Contemporary engineering, architecture and the related fields also require the knowledge of management. The offered courses in economics, management and marketing cover the modern requirements for the graduates of the School in these fields. 
The realization of the programs follows the general standards due to the research and teaching activities of faculty members and their profes​sional experience, broad scope of personal contacts with experienced international experts, different types of mutual activities with interna​tional companies and other institutions. The programs consider success​fully modern standards in research and education as well as the regional technical, economic, social, and educational traditions and specificities.
Undergraduate Programs
The School of Architecture, Engineering and Applied Science awards Bachelor of Science (BS) Degree to students who have satisfactory completed four-year programs in selected fields of architecture, engineering and applied science.
The curricular requirements for the Bachelor of Science degree consist of completing the minimum number of required 128-140 credits depending on majors.
Students are required to take a summer practice during the period of study and to have a satisfactory record approved by the School.
The scope, objectives and degree requirements for the majors offered by the School are given below.
The requirements for all the majors in undergraduate programs include:
	University Requirements
	General Education Requirements
	Major and Major-related Requirements
University Requirements include two main components and give the total number of 27 credits:
English Language includes 15 semester credits of:
	Listening/Reading 1 (3 credits)
	Speaking/Writing 1 (3 credits)
	Listening/Reading 2 (3 credits)
	Speaking/Writing 2 (3 credits)
	English for Special Purposes (3 credits)
Azerbaijani Studies includes 12 semester credits of:
	Azerbaijani (Azeri) Language and Composition (3 credits)
	Azerbaijani Literature (3 credits)
	Azerbaijani Culture (3 credits)
	History of Azerbaijan (3 credits)




The Humanities division of the program includes particular courses in Literature, Language and Linguistics, Philosophy, History, Culture and Civilization, Fine Arts and Art History. Students must take at least two courses with a minimum of 6 credits.
The Social Sciences group contains courses in Geography, Political Science, International Relations, Law and Government, Anthropology, Economics, Sociology and Psychology. Students must take at least two courses with a minimum of 6 credits (including the course Introduction to Economics recommended by the School).
The Science and Technology component of the General Education Program unites three divisions:
	Physical Sciences and Mathematics
	Life Sciences
	Computer Sciences
and contains, for example Mathematics, Computer Science, Physics, Chemistry, Astronomy, Geography and Environmental Studies, Geology, Biological Sciences and Anthropology, Medical Science.
Students must complete at least three courses, at least one from each subgroup with a minimum of 9 credits (including the course Calculus I recommended by the School).
Major Requirements include major and major-related courses and give the total number of 74-86 credits depending on majors.
Open Electives: students must take at least two additional courses with a minimum of 6 credits. These courses can be taken from any major or non-major divisions without any restriction. 
Bachelor of Science (BS) Degree Program in Computer Science
The Computer Science Program is designed to accommodate students who want to receive professional training in computer science but do not necessarily have a strong interest in computer systems hardware. Within the curriculum, students study subject matter in software engineering, principles of programming languages, data structures, computer architecture, theory of computation and formal languages, operating systems, distributed systems, computer modeling, computer networks, computer construction, artificial intelligence, and mathematical programming.







Mathematics and Science ( total 18 credits)	
MATH 102	Calculus II	3
MATH 231	Applied Linear Algebra	3
	Two elective courses on Mathematics	6
PHSC 111	Physics I	3
PHSC 112	Physics II	3
Lower Division (total 18 credits)	
CMS 105	Fundamentals of Computer Programming	3
CMS 204	C-programming	4
CMS 218	Data Structures and Algorithms	4
MGT 310	Management and Organization	3
	Elective on Electrical Engineering	4
Upper Division (total 38 credits)	
		
CMS 301	Operating Systems	3
CMS 303 	Digital Logic 	4
CMS 312	Networking and Communications	4
CMS 314 	Information Management 	4
CMS 415 	Artificial Intelligence	3
CMS 420 	Object-Oriented Programming Languages	4
CMS 425 	Soft Computing	3
CMS 430CMS 450	Software EngineeringWeb Design and Development	34






Note: The School may also offer alternative courses to those listed above.

Bachelor of Science (BS) Degree Program in Computer Engineering and Management




General Education Requirements 	21
Major Requirements	74
		
Mathematics and Science (total 18 credits)	
MATH 102	Calculus II	3
MATH 231	Applied Linear Algebra 	3
	Two elective courses on Mathematics	6
PHSC 111	Physics I	3
PHSC 112	Physics II	3
Lower Division (total 15 credits)	
EENG 211	Circuits Theory 	4
CMS 204	C- Programming	4
CMS 218	Data Structures and Algorithms	4
MGT 310	Management and Organization	3
Upper Division (total 41 credits)	
EENG 302	Signals and Systems	3
EENG 310	Electronics	4
CMS 301	Operating Systems	3
CMS 303 	Digital Logic 	4
CMS 308	Computer Architecture and Organization	3
CMS 312 	Networking and Communications	4
CMS 316 	Database Management Systems	4
CMS 420 	Object–Oriented Programming Languages	4
	Two elective courses on Computer Engineering	6





Note: The School may also offer alternative courses to those listed above.

Bachelor of Science (BS) Degree Program in Petroleum Engineering and Management
Petroleum Engineering deals with the fluid flow through subsurface formations, drilling, production, reservoir engineering and transportation of oil, gas, and other subsurface resources.
Azerbaijan has a very rich historical tradition of oil industry. Today many international oil companies are operating in Baku and this gives broad internship opportunities for the students and employment opportunities for the graduates of the School.
The curriculum in petroleum engineering includes sufficient training in basic engineering sciences to prepare the graduates for the application of engineering principles to the petroleum industry. Courses in geology give an understanding of the geological structures and conditions favorable for petroleum deposits.
The Engineering fundamentals and computer tools with application to a broad range of engineering problems are emphasized. 




General Education Requirements 	21
Major Requirements	74
		
Mathematics and Science (total 24 credits)	
MATH 102	Calculus II	3
MATH 310	Applied Differential Equations 	3





Engineering Fundamentals (total 16 credits)	
ENGR 102	Engineering Mechanics	4




Petroleum Engineering and Management (total 34 credits)	
GEOL 103	Geology for Petroleum Engineers	3
PETE 202	Physics of Oil and Gas Reservoirs	3
PETE 302	Drilling Engineering 	3
PETE 313	Petroleum Reservoir Engineering 	4
PETE 402	Petroleum Production Engineering 	3
ENV 305	Health, Safety and Environment	3
	Two elective courses on Petroleum Engineering 	6
MGT 310	Management and Organization	3





Note: The School may also offer alternative courses to those listed above.

Bachelor of Science (BS) Degree Program in Environmental Engineering and Management
The School of Engineering and Applied Science recognized the needs for fully qualified specialists capable of undertaking wider responsibilities for optimum development of oil, gas, marine, air, land resources, and realize health and safety environmental management.
Students successfully completing the four-year program are awarded the degree of BS in Environmental Engineering and Management. 




General Education Requirements 	21
Major Requirements	74
		
Mathematics and Science (total 24 credits)	
MATH 102	Calculus II	3
MATH 340	Applied Statistical Analysis	3







Engineering Fundamentals (total 16 credits)	
ENGR 102	Engineering Mechanics	4
ENGR 210	Fluid Mechanics	3
	Two elective courses on Engineering	6
CMS 350	Computer Graphics	3
Environmental Engineering and Management (total 34 credits)	
ENV 203	Environmental Chemistry	3
ENV 205	Environmental Microbiology	3
ENV 305	Health, Safety and Environment	3
ENV 307	Technical Ecology	3
ENV 402	Modern Ecological Problems	3
ENV 412 	Environmental Modeling	4
	Two elective courses on Environmental Engineering	6
MGT 310	Management and Organization	3





Note: The School may also offer alternative courses to those listed above.

Bachelor of Science (BS) Degree Program in Civil Engineering and Management




GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 	21
MAJOR REQUIREMENTS	74
Mathematics and Science (total 21 credits)	
MATH 102	Calculus II	3
MATH 340	Applied Statistical Analysis	3




Engineering Fundamentals (total 16 credits)	
ENGR 102	Engineering Mechanics 	4
CIV 224	Mechanics of Materials 	3
	Two elective courses on Engineering	6
CMS 350	Computer Graphics	3
Civil Engineering and Management (total 37 credits)	
GEOL 102	Geology for Civil Engineers	3
CIV 101	Civil Engineering Drawing 	3
CIV 202	Surveying	3
CIV 244	Materials of Construction	3
CIV 313	Design of  Building Structures	4
CIV 384	Structural Analysis 	3
ENV 305	Health, Safety and Environment	3
	Two elective courses on Civil Engineering	6
MGT 310	Management and Organization	3





Note: The School may also offer alternative courses to those listed above.

Bachelor of Science (BS) Degree Program in Architectural Engineering and Management







Mathematics and Science (total 21 credits)	
MATH 102	Calculus II	3
MATH 310	Applied Differential Equations	3




Engineering Fundamentals (total 16 credits)	
ENGR 102	Engineering Mechanics	4
CIV 224	Mechanics of Materials	3
	Two elective courses on Engineering	6
CMS 350	Computer Graphics	3
Architectural Engineering and Management (total 37 credits)	
ARCH 102	Architectural Design I	3
ARCH 202	Architectural Design II	3
ARCH 302	Architectural Design III	3




	Two elective courses on Architecture	6
MGT 310	Management and Organization	3






Note: The School may also offer alternative courses to those listed above.

Bachelor of Architecture (B. Arch.) Degree Program
The School of Architecture, Engineering and Applied Science recognizes the needs for fully qualified specialists in architecture to handle construction of modern buildings as well as preservation of historically significant cultural monuments.
Students successfully completing the four-year program are awarded the degree Bachelor of Architecture. 
This program requires earning more credits than in the similar program leading to the bachelor degree in Architectural Engineering and Management. 




GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 		21
Major Requirements		86
	
Architectural Design (total 41 credits)	
ARCH 102	Architectural Design 1                   	3
ARCH 102	Architectural Design 2	3
ARCH 202	Architectural Design 3	3
ARCH 202	Architectural Design 4	3
ARCH 302	Architectural Design 5	3
ARCH 302	Architectural Design 6	3
ARCH 402	Architectural Design 7	4
ARCH 402	Architectural Design 8	4
ARCH 206	Landscape Architectural Design	4
ARCH 105	Fundamentals of Design Communication	2
CMS 350	Computer Graphics	3
ARCH 462	Computer Aided Design in Architecture	3
ARCH 465	Advanced Computer Application in Architecture	3
Construction Technology (total 15 credits)	
ARCH 255	Architectural Materials 	3
ARCH 331	Architectural Structures 	3
ARCH 453	Building Construction	3
ARCH 282	Environmental Design I 	3
ARCH 381	Environmental Design II	3
History/theory (total 14 credits)	
ARCH 114	Architecture: Culture and Community 	2
ARCH 214	History of Architecture I	3
ARCH 314	History of Architecture II	3
ARCH 414	History of Azerbaijani Architecture 	3
ARCH 514	History of Islamic Architecture	3













Note: The School may also offer alternative courses to those listed above.

Graduate Programs
Graduate study is characterized by intellectual curiosity and the desire to contribute to human knowledge. It must be more than a mere continuation of undergraduate work and should be contemplated only by those students who have demonstrated in their earlier studies exceptional intellectual ability and the capacity for independent thought and investigation.
The School of Architecture, Engineering and Applied Sciences offers courses leading to the Master of Science (MS) and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degrees. Graduate degree programs can be completed in one and a half or two academic years for MS degrees, and in three or four academic years in case of Ph.D.
The School offers MS Degree Programs in Mathematics, Computer Science, Petroleum Engineering, Environmental Engineering, Civil Engineering and Architecture in combination with Management. 
The MS degree programs require 39-45 graduate credits depending on majors, including 6 credits for the Master's thesis.
Students must complete the major requirements with a G.P.A. of 75 or above.

Master of Science (MS) Degree Program in Computer Science and Management
MS degree program in Computer Science and Management gives opportunity to qualified students from various academic disciplines for further education at the advanced level in Computer Science and Management. Graduate students may specialize in Network Programming, Computer Graphics, Multimedia Systems, and other areas of Computer Science.
In addition to meeting the minimum university requirements for graduate study, applicants must have an adequate undergraduate preparation in computer science. Students entering the program without the appropriate background will be expected to take certain undergraduate courses as prerequisites.














CMS 530	Advanced Computer Graphics 	3
CMS 535	Multimedia Systems	3
MGT 850	Operations Management	3
	Four graduate elective courses on Computer Science 	12
	Two elective courses on Management	6
CMS 600	Thesis	6
TOTAL		39
Note: The School may also offer alternative courses to those listed above.

Master of Science (MS) Degree Programs in Petroleum Engineering and Management
Graduate studies in Petroleum Engineering and Management prepares the engineer to assume responsibility in technical and management areas within the oil and gas industry. The graduate petroleum engineer can expect to be challenged quickly and in areas of strong potential for personal and professional growth. Candidates with superior skills and the desire to progress within the industry can expect to be successful. The School of Architecture, Engineering and Applied Science prepare students at the advanced level and with the technical skills required to meet those challenges.




	Communication Skills Computer SkillsMathematics	
Petroleum Engineering Prerequisites	




	Health, Safety and Environment	
Required Courses
PETE 501	Enhanced Oil Recovery	3
PETE 506	Non-Newtonian Systems and their Application in Oil Production	3
PETE 510	Offshore Oil and Gas Fields Development	3
PETE 517	Design of Development of Oil and Gas Reservoirs 	3
MGT 850	Operations Management	3
	Four graduate elective courses on Petroleum Engineering	12
	Two elective courses on Management	6
PETE 600	Thesis	6
TOTAL		39
Note: The School may also offer alternative courses to those listed above.

Master of Science (MS) Degree Program in Environmental Engineering and Management










	Health, Safety and Environment	
Required Courses	
ENV 507	Industrial Water and Wastewater Treatment	3




	Four graduate elective courses on Environmental Engineering	12
	Two elective courses on Management	6
ENV 600	Thesis	6
TOTAL		39
Note: The School may also offer alternative courses to those listed above.
Master of Science (MS) Degree Program in Civil Engineering and Management
Civil Engineering encompasses a broad range of professional activities. MS programs provide for the combination of state of the art knowledge in applied science and technology and aim at the creation of new and original information in civil engineering disciplines. Specific attention is paid to national and regional needs.
The MS program requires 39 graduate credits, including 9 credits for Management courses and 6 credits for the thesis.
The course program for the Master of Science degree is determined by the Committee of Graduate Studies and advisor of the student according to the field of specialization.

Master of Architecture (M. Arch) Degree Program
The Master of Architecture Degree Program aims at exploring various issues of Architectural Design, both in theoretical and practical fields. Among the areas of study are housing, recreational and tourism facilities, architectural psychology, theory of design, urban design, landscape design and interior design. The Program addresses function, technology, context, principle and theory of the creation of sustainable and regionally responsive architecture. The intent is to motivate graduate students of architecture to take a leadership role as professionals in creating the future built environment. 
The Master of Architecture Degree Program requires 45 graduate credits, including 6 credits for the thesis. 
The course program is determined by the advisor of the student according to the field of specialization. 

Master of Science (MS) Degree Program in Mathematics
The main objective of the Master’s Degree Program is to train highly qualified specialists and researchers in pure and applied mathematics. 
Modern mathematics is not only the language of science and technology but it also contains enormous varieties of sub-branches and fascinating areas of research. Accordingly, research activities are conducted in a broad variety of areas, from the most theoretical branches to the highly computational and applied ones.
The Master’s Degree Program requires 39 graduate credits, including 6 credits for the research-oriented thesis. 
The course program is determined by the advisor of the student according to the field of specialization.

Ph.D. Degree Programs
The Ph.D. programs are designed to prepare students for advanced study and research in the major areas of architecture, engineering and applied sciences.
Students entering the Ph.D. program normally are expected to have completed the requirements for the Master's degree and to have demonstrated creative ability. Normally the MS degree is required for admission to the Ph.D. program. Combination MS/Ph.D. may be applied in some cases, approved by the Committee of Graduate Studies.
The candidate with a Master Degree admitted to the Ph.D. program is required to take at least 7 courses (32 to 60 credits) including a dissertation, although more credits and courses may be required to satisfy the particular aims of the student and the student's advisor. A student should complete the Major Requirements with a G.P.A. of 80 or above. Some Ph.D. majors allow a student to earn no more than 6 credits by teaching appropriate courses.
Upon satisfactory completion of the course-work and the qualifying examination, the student and his/her supervisor select a dissertation topic. Candidates shall demonstrate their abilities for independent study in their dissertations, performing original research.
The Ph.D. dissertation is usually worth 12 credits but in some exceptional cases the number of credits for a Ph.D. dissertation may by increased.
Each doctoral candidate must pass a final oral examination/defense of his/her dissertation and demonstrate wide knowledge of their major field as well as significance of their dissertation topic to their field of study.









	Exploration, Production and Reservoir Characterization
	Enhanced Oil Recovery



















Hamlet A. Isaxanli (Isayev) (DS in Mathematics)
MS 1970 (Azerbaijan State University, Baku)
PhD 1973 (Lomonosov Moscow State University, Russia; Institute of Mathematics, Academy of Science of Azerbaijan Republic)
DS 1983 (Steklov Institute of Mathematics, Moscow, Russia)
Research interests: Mathematics. Operator Theory. Functional Analysis. Differential Equations. Mathematical Physics; Education; Literature; History of Science, Ideas, Culture and Education; Translation Studies.

Ziyafaddin H. Asadov (DS in Chemistry)
MS 1972 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
PhD 1979 (Institute of Petroleum Synthesis, Russia)
DS   1992 (Institute of Petrochemical Processes, Baku, Azerbaijan)
Research interests: Technology of petrochemical and organic synthesis, Obtaining of water-soluble surface-active oxypronyl oligomeric and derivatives of (meth) acrylic acid for use in oil production.

Fuad Q. Veliyev (DS in Technical Sciences)
MS 1968 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
PhD 1974 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
DS 1985 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
Research interests: Problems of Magnetic Hydrodynamics. Geophysics. Influence of magnetic fields on the Geology of oil-magnetite systems. Effect of Negative Pressure in Natural and Technological Processes. 

Vagif Guliyev (DS in Mathematics)
MS 1978 (Azerbaijan State University, Baku)
PhD 1983 (Institute of Cybernetics, Academy of Science of Azerbaijan Republic)
DS 1994 (Steklov Institute of Mathematics, Moscow, Russia) 
Research interests: Functional Spaces. Singular Integral Operators. Operators on Lie Groups.  

Arif M. Mammadzade (DS in Technical Sciences)
MS 1968 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
PhD 1973 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
DS 1990 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
Research interests: Petroleum production. Fluid mechanics. Ecologically clean forms of energy (wind, solar, biomass, etc) and their transmission. Enhanced oil recovery. Applied magnetic fields in oil production.

Hikmet Q. Hasanov (DS in Physics)
MS 1984 (Azerbaijan State University, Baku)
PhD 1992 (Baku State University, Azerbaijan)
DS 2005 (Baku State University, Azerbaijan)
Research interests: Heat and mass transfer. Hydrodynamics, Fluid mechanics. Ecologically clean forms of energy (wind, solar, biomass, etc) and their transmission. 

Eldar Suleymanov (DS in Technical Sciences)
MS 1972 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
PhD 1980 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
DS 1994 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
Research interests: Drilling engineering. Wells completion, cementing, drilling and cementing fluids, casing and drilling. Completing wells for oil and gas fields in the offshore and onshore Azerbaijan.

Mahammad N. Nuriyev (DS in Economics)
MS 1969 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
PhD 1975 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
DS 1992 (Azerbaijan State Oil Academy, Baku)
Research interests: Systems Modeling. Database Management Systems. Artificial Intelligence. Soft Computing. Information Technology. Operations/Production Management. Business Statistics. Managerial Economics. Business Forecasting.

Fuat H. Rasulov (PhD in Production Management)
MS 1972 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
PhD 1988 (Moscow Institute for Management of Public Economy, Russia)
Research interests: Business Management. International Business. Macroeconomics. Microeconomics. Short-term macroeconomics prognosis.   

Salahaddin Yusifov – DS (Computer Engineering), Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences




Rafig M. Ahmadov (PhD in Technical Sciences)
MS 1965 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
PhD 1971 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
Research interests: Investigation and development of Digital Data Processing Devices for Control Systems. Investigation of Self-Exciting Oscillator Methods for information signal readings. Function Converters. 

Leyla G. Muradkhanli (PhD in Information Systems)
MS 1988 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
PhD 1992 (Azerbaijan State Oil Academy, Baku)
Research interests: Information Technology. Decision Sciences.  Design and Development of Artificial Intelligent Systems. Distance Learning. 

Xanim V. Yagubova (PhD in Mathematics)
MS 1995 (Baku State University, Azerbaijan)
PhD 2002 (Baku State University, Azerbaijan)
Research interests: Mathematics. Operator-differential equations. Teaching of Mathematics.

Nigar M. Aslanova (PhD in Mathematics)
MS 1992 (Baku State University, Azerbaijan)
PhD 2003 (Institute of Mathematics, Baku, Azerbaijan)
Research interests: Mathematics. Singular differential operators. The inverse problem of scattering theory for non self-adjoint operator. 

Saxavat  Q. Talibov (PhD in Mathematics)
MS 1979 (Azerbaijan State University, Baku)
PhD 1990 (Institute of Cybernetics, Baku, Azerbaijan)
Research interests: Computer Network. Computer graphics. Automatization of a control system. Multimedia systems. Application of computers in business.

Ramiz  M. Ahmadov (PhD in Technical Sciences)
MS 1968 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
PhD 1984 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
Research interests: Microprocessor divisors. Development of automatic control systems. Principle of information structure robots.  

Rafig  S. Gurbanov (PhD in Technical Sciences)
MS 1957 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
PhD 1964 (Azerbaijan Institute of Oil and Chemistry, Baku)
Research interests: Problems of oil, gas and gas-condensate fields engineering; formation oil and gas recovery increase study. Specification of Mishovdag oil field development analysis and working up of measure on oil recovery increase. 

Gasham  Zeynalov (PhD in Petroleum Geology)
MS 1990 (Azerbaijan State Oil Academy, Baku)
PhD 1996 (Institute of Geology, Baku) 
Research interests: Geological significance of Landsat data for oil exploration in Azerbaijan. Habitat of mud volcanoes and petroleum seepage in Azerbaijan. Fault tectonics and formations of oil and gas pools.  

Elchin  Shirinov (PhD in Geology)
MS 1992 (Azerbaijan State Oil Academy, Baku)
PhD 2001 (Azerbaijan State Oil Academy, Baku)
Research interests: Geological and Geophysical problems in Absheron-Prebalkan oil and gas region.

Fizuli A Mamedov (PhD in Physics)
BS 1992 (Moscow Institute of Engineering-Physics, Russia)
PhD 2001 (State University of New York at Buffalo, USA)
Research interests: Theoretical High Energy and Nuclear Physics. The application of the XD crystal refinement software for analysis of the structure of the proteins. 

Seymur Rzayev (PhD in Mathematics)
MS 1971 (Azerbaijan State University, Baku)
PhD 1995 (Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics, Academy of Science of Azerbaijan Republic)
Research interests: Functional Spaces. Approximation Theory. Fourier Analysis.

Salahaddin Ayyubov – PhD (Petroleum Engineering), Azerbaijan State Oil Academy
Rustam Ismayilov – PhD (Environmental Engineering), Azerbaijan State Oil Academy
Rauf Malikov – PhD (Mechanical Engineering), Azerbaijan State Oil Academy
Oqtay Ibrahimov – PhD (Computer Science), Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences
Xatira Zeynalova – PhD (Chemistry), Azerbaijan National Academy of             Sciences
Alasgar Agazada – PhD (Chemistry), Azerbaijan National Academy of             Sciences
Sabina Hajiyeva – PhD (Architecture), Azerbaijan Architecture and Civil Engineering University
Omar Qochulu – PhD (Architecture), Azerbaijan Architecture and Civil Engineering University




Nuru A. Safarov (PhD in Physics)
MS 1988 (Dnipropetrovs’k State University, Ukraine)
PhD 1997 (Institute of Physics, Azerbaijan)
Research interests: Solar elements, termophotoelements, efficiency of photo converters, study of alternative energy sources. Development of gamma detectors for the application in the PET tomography. 

Gulnara Ahmadova – PhD (Chemistry), Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences
Maharram Zarbaliyev – PhD (Computer Engineering), Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences
Ogtay Bagirov – PhD (Mechanical Engineering), Azerbaijan State Oil Academy
Piri Guluzada – PhD (Petroleum Engineering), Azerbaijan State Oil Academy 




Kamala K. Afandiyeva (MS in Petrol Engineering) 
BS 1999 (Azerbaijan State Oil Academy, Baku)
MS 2002 (Khazar University, Baku)
Research interests: Exploitation status of KS horizon of North Binagadi field and methods for its full development. Dynamic analysis of exploration of “Bulla-deniz” field.


Risha Mathur (MS in Physics)
BS 2002 (Punjab University, India)
MS 2004 (Punjab University, India)
Research interests:  Atomic and molecular spectroscopy. Solid state physics. Relativistic Quantum mechanics. Electronics. 


Etibar Rzazada – MS (Computer Science), Baku State University
Tarlan Mammadov – MS (Computer Science), Khazar University, Azerbaijan
Fuad Afandiyev – MS (Computer Science), Khazar University, Azerbaijan
Ilgar Mashayev - MS (Computer Science), Khazar University, Azerbaijan
Konul Ahmadova – MS (Petroleum Engineering), Khazar University, Azerbaijan
Rufat Mammadbayli – MS (Petroleum Engineering), Azerbaijan State Oil Academy 




Don White - BP, Learning and Organizational Development Lead, Chairman, Azerbaijan 
George Banashefski – HALLIBURTON, Country Manager, Azerbaijan 
Stanley Escudero – USACC (United States – Azerbaijan Chamber of Commerce); SHIELD BEARER, L.L.C., International Consulting, President; Former Ambassador of USA to Azerbaijan
Thor Viggo Aarrestad – StatoilHydro, Country Manager, Azerbaijan
Alchin Shirinzada – ANASA (Azerbaijan National Aerospace Agency), General Manager
Nuri Ahmadov – AZEUROTEL, President
Sabit Bagirov – Center of Economical and Political Research, President;
                Former President of SOCAR (State Oil Company of Azerbaijan)
Mahammad Nuriyev – Khazar University, Professor




